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Abstract: The tunability of the longitudinal localized surface plasmon resonances (LSPRs) of
metallic nanoarcs is demonstrated with key relationships identified between geometric parameters
of the arcs and their resonances in the infrared. The wavelength of the LSPRs is tuned by the
mid-arc length of the nanoarc. The ratio between the attenuation of the fundamental and second
order LSPRs is governed by the nanoarc central angle. Beneficial for plasmonic enhancement of
harmonic generation, these two resonances can be tuned independently to obtain octave intervals
through the design of a non-uniform arc-width profile. Because the character of the fundamental
LSPR mode in nanoarcs combines an electric and a magnetic dipole, plasmonic nanoarcs with
tunable resonances can serve as versatile building blocks for chiroptical and nonlinear optical
devices.
© 2020 Optical Society of America under the terms of the OSA Open Access Publishing Agreement

1.

Introduction

Plasmonic nanoantennas possess fascinating optical properties with a wide range of applications
in molecular spectroscopy [1–3] and photonics technologies [4,5]. The novel optical properties
arise from the interaction between light and surface plasmons. Localized surface plasmon
resonances (LSPRs) of plasmonic nanoantennas can be excited by light with proper frequency
and polarization, resulting in a strongly-enhanced local electromagnetic field. The frequencies
of these resonances depend strongly on the plasmonic object shape, size, and material as well
as the dielectric environment [2,3]. Plasmonic effects have been investigated with various
metallic nanostructures, including centrosymmetric nanorods [6–8] and nanodisks [9], and
non-centrosymmetric nanocrescents [10,11], split-ring resonators [12–16], V-shaped, L-shaped
and U-shaped antennae [17–19], and multimers [20–22]. Methods for predicting the frequencies
of LSPRs of plasmonic nanoantennas and design rules for tuning these frequencies are of general
interest. However, the attribution of LSPR frequencies to non-centrosymmetric nanoantennas is often carried out on a case-by-case basis via numerical simulations or trial-and-error
experimentation.
Plasmonic nanorods (Fig. 1(a)) are uniaxial nanostructures that act as microscopic antennae
inasmuch as they absorb, scatter and emit electromagnetic radiation of a particular polarization
at characteristic frequencies that correspond to the dipolar LSPR modes. The ease of nanorod
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fabrication, via chemical synthesis [7,23–25] or lithography [26–30], and the ability to modify
their optical properties by adjusting their aspect ratios [26,31,32] have motivated numerous
studies that focus on nanorods and their use as building blocks for more complex plasmonic
structures and metamaterials [6,33–36]. Polarization-dependent spectroscopy studies of nanorods
have identified longitudinal and transverse LSPR modes with oscillating electric dipoles oriented
along the long and short axis of the nanorod, respectively. The longitudinal LSPRs in plasmonic
nanorods are highly tunable (across the visible and infrared spectra, for Au and Ag nanorods)
by adjusting the nanorod length, while the transverse LSPRs typically resonate at significantly
higher frequencies and their tunability is negligible for high aspect ratio nanostructures [32,37].
Due to symmetry, the even-order LSPR modes in nanorods are dark modes.

Fig. 1. Schematic of (a) the nanorod geometry and (b) the nanoarc geometry, with definitions
for the rod length L, the rod/arc width W, the arc height H, central angle θ, and mid-arc
length Lmid . (c) The 2D conformal transformation that maps a periodic array of rods to an
arc, and vice versa. The coordinates in the transformed plane are primed to distinguish them
from those in the original plane.

Plasmonic nanoarcs (Fig. 1(b)), curved metal strips on dielectric substrates, have a number of
attributes that distinguish them from (straight) nanorods. Due to the lower symmetry of nanoarcs
(C2v point group), their optical attenuation spectra exhibit twice the number of longitudinal
LSPR signatures compared to nanorods (D2h point group). In nanoarcs the odd- and even-order
LSPR modes correspond to orthogonal polarization states resulting in coupling to radiation with
polarization in all in-plane directions, with potential implications for filtering and polarization
conversion effects [38,39]. The near-field and far-field scattering pattern of nanoarcs can be
directional − an exciting feature for plasmonics circuitry [40,41]. Nanoarcs can be considered as
an intermediate geometry linking straight nanorod antennae and nanoscale split-ring resonators
(SRR) through the process of bending [42]. A series of nanoarcs with varying central angles is
ideal for the study of the emergence of the magnetic character of the surface plasmon mode, which
is a strong and useful feature in SRRs [43–45]. Last, the simultaneous presence of oscillating
electric and magnetic dipoles upon excitation of the fundamental longitudinal LSPR mode makes
the nanoarc an ideal building block for chiroptical and nonlinear optical metamaterials [46,47].
Here, we report a study of LSPRs in plasmonic nanoarcs employing transformation optics (TO)
design, Fourier-transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy measurements, and numerical simulations.
The nanoarcs investigated are sectors of circular rings with rectangular cross-section. As such,
their geometry is fully described by 4 parameters, i.e., height H, width W, thickness t and central
angle θ (Fig. 1(b)). This family of structures was chosen because their fabrication is feasible
by means of standard electron-beam lithography (EBL) and metal film lift-off processes, their
shape parameters can be tuned systematically, and straightforward comparisons with rectangular
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cross-section nanorods can be made. Related structures, namely V-shaped nanoantennas [48–50]
and nanocrescents [51,52], have been previously made by direct lithography and template
shadow evaporation, respectively. In contrast to the nanoarcs reported here, each of those
nanostructures has 2 sharp corners that under proper illumination conditions are associated with
the sub-wavelength localization of the optical field (i.e. hot spot) [52]. Unfortunately, these sharp
features make the optical response of the nanostructure strongly dependent on the resolution and
uniformity of the fabrication process [53]. Furthermore, overlapping peaks from tip-localized
modes and inhomogeneous broadening due to spatial variations in the dielectric constants of
the matrix complicate the interpretation of the optical spectra [38,50]. Nanocrescents pose the
additional challenge of having a non-uniform width and thickness, making them difficult to
model and difficult to study systematically. The goal of this article is to provide a blueprint for
predicting the infrared spectra of plasmonic nanoarcs. The article concludes with a strategy for
fine-tuning the relative frequencies of the two dominant attenuation peaks in the spectra, e.g. to
separate the frequencies by an octave interval.
2.

Sample fabrication and characterization methods

Nanorod and nanoarc arrays were fabricated on double-side polished, single-crystal silicon (0.38
mm thick, n-type, 20–30 ohm-cm, Silicon Inc.) and fused quartz substrates (GE124, #26016, 0.5
mm thick, Ted Pella) using electron beam lithography (EBL), followed by thermal evaporation
of Au or Al and lift-off. Before patterning, two layers of photoresists, ∼100 nm P(MMA (8.5)
MAA) (6% in ethyl lactate, MicroChem) and ∼80 nm PMMA (950k molecular weight, 2% in
anisole, MicroChem), were spin-coated onto the substrate and were baked at 180 °C for 1 min
and 10 min, respectively. For quartz substrates, a conductive polymer (aquaSAVE) was spun
on top of the bilayer resist. EBL pattering was performed in an Elionix G100 system with an
accelerating voltage of 100 kV and an e-beam current of 1 nA. After development in 1:3 methyl
isobutyl ketone:isopropanol, a 55 nm thick metal film (gold 99.995% or aluminum 99.999%)
was thermally evaporated onto the patterned sample (without adhesion layers). Lift-off was
completed by submerging the sample in acetone at room temperature. The nanoarc arrays were
each 20 × 20 µm2 or 80 × 80 µm2 in area. The separation between individual nanoarcs within an
array was at least 1.5 times the mid-arc length Lmid (see Fig. 1(b) and definition in Section 3.1) in
order to prevent spectral shifts due to dipolar coupling between neighboring nanoantennas. This
ensures that the spectrum of the array can be used in our analysis in lieu of a spectrum of an
individual nanoantenna.
Within each array identical nanostructures were made with nominal lengths in the range of
L = 180–2170 nm, a constant width of W = 55 ± 5 nm, and a constant thickness of t = 55 nm. For
nanoarcs, the central angle θ was varied between 0° and 210°, where θ = 0° corresponds to a
nanorod, θ = 90° corresponds to a quarter of a ring, θ = 180° corresponds to half a ring, etc. SEM
imaging was performed in a Hitachi SU-70 with 10 kV accelerating voltage and 5 mm working
distance to determine the physical length L for nanorods, height H for nanoarcs and width W
of the nanostructures in each array (see Fig. 1). SEM imaging indicates that the corners of the
nanostructures are rounded with a characteristic radius of approx. 10 nm, which has a minor
influence on the spectra, according to numerical modeling. The thickness of the nanostructures
was measured using an Asylum Research Cypher ES atomic force microscopy (AFM) system in
tapping mode.
Infrared reflection and transmission spectra of gold nanoarcs on silicon were acquired with a
synchrotron-based system (LBNL ALS beamline 1.4 combined with a Nicolet FTIR spectrometer
and a Nicolet Nic-Plan IR microscope). The incident light was focused using a 32x Schwarzschild
objective lens onto the center of the nanoarc array. The focused light had a diffraction limited
diameter of ∼10 µm, illuminating approx. 30 nanoarcs for each measurement. Additional
measurements were performed using a Nicolet Continuum IR microscope coupled to a Nicolet
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iS50 FTIR spectrometer. This benchtop spectrometer employs a tungsten-halogen white light
source in the near-IR and a Thermo Scientific Polaris source in the mid-IR. A 15x objective
lens and an image-plane aperture were used to selectively probe a single array of nanoarcs. The
aperture size was 30 × 30 µm2 for small-area arrays, and 70 × 70 µm2 for large-area arrays.
Spectra were collected in the wavelength range of 1,000–15,350 nm (650–10,000 cm−1 ) excluding
ranges of high attenuation by the substrates. For polarization-dependent FTIR spectroscopy,
a wire-grid linear polarizer (WP25M-UB, Thorlabs) was placed between the light source and
the sample. Alignment of the polarizer axis with respect to the sample axes was achieved by
minimizing the FTIR signal from the fundamental LSPR mode. In all the FTIR measurements
light was incident normally on the sample plane and was detected with a liquid nitrogen-cooled
mercury cadmium telluride (MCT) detector. These spectroscopic measurements identified one or
more LSPRs for each array of nanostructures as peaks in the reflectance spectra and corresponding
dips in the transmission spectra. The LSPR wavelengths (λres ) of the nanoarcs are widely tunable
throughout the infrared spectral range by adjusting shape parameters (H, W, t or θ) or changing
the materials used.
3.
3.1.

Results and discussion
Transformation optics analysis

To elucidate which nanoarc dimensions are important for controlling the resonance wavelength,
we employ the method of transformation optics [54,55] to map a nanoarc into a nanorod (and
vice versa) using a two-dimensional (2D) conformal transformation. For isotropic, non-magnetic
materials, conformal transformations conserve the in-plane permittivity values [56,57], and as a
result the transformed system shares the same longitudinal surface plasmon resonance conditions
as the original system. The shape parameters of the nanorod-to-nanoarc transformation (in 2D)
are depicted in Fig. 1(c). We map a nanorod of length L and width W to a nanoarc through the
conformal transformation [58]
z0 = exp(γz)
(1)
with the usual complex number notations z = x + iy for the original (rod) plane and z0 = x 0 + iy0
for the transformed (arc) plane. The parameter γ sets the central angle θ (in radians) subtended
by the resulting arc via the relation
θ
γ= ,
(2)
L
where L is the length of the rod and γ is real. By selecting different values of γ, the same
nanorod of length L can be mapped into a set of different nanoarcs with central angle of γL.
The parameter γ also sets a periodic boundary condition in the original plane: the permittivity
values need to display a periodicity of 2π / γ along the y-axis, ε(x, y) = ε(x, y + 2π / γ), i.e. the
nanorod is an element in a one-dimensional (1D) array. The inverse conformal transformation
maps any individual nanoarc onto an array of nanorods of dimensions L-by-W if two conditions
are satisfied: (I) The origin of the nanoarc radii (i.e., the ring center) is placed at z’ = 0, such
that the coordinates xR0 and xL0 in Fig. 1(c) correspond with the outer and inner radii of the arc,
respectively. (II) The nanoarc mid-arc length (Lmid in Fig. 1(b)), defined as the length of the
line contour stretching along the middle of the width of the arc from one tip to the other, and
computed using Eq. (3), and the nanoarc width (W 0 = xR0 − xL0 ) relate to L, W and θ according
to Eq. (4). To maintain these geometric dimensions within narrow bounds, we chose Lmid = L
and computed the value for W0. The maximum difference between W and W0 in the nanoarc
patterns in this work is 3 nm (for L = 180 nm and W = 50 nm), which is comparable to the
length uncertainty in the EBL pattern generation process. For most of our structures L > 500
nm, |W–W0 | < 0.5 nm and this difference is inconsequential. Effectively, the above discussion
identifies a conformal transformation that maps a 1D array of rods with length L to an individual
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arc with mid-arc length Lmid = L, and vice versa, independent of the curvature, with the width and
thickness unaltered. Nanoarcs with small central angles (θ < 145°) correspond to nanorod arrays
with elements far enough apart that plasmonic coupling between them can be neglected. In this
scenario, the transformation optics analysis suggests that nanoarcs with different curvatures share
the same LSPR spectra as long as they share the same Lmid , W and t. Furthermore, the variation
of λres with Lmid in nanoarcs should track the variation of λres with L in nanorods [28,30,36].
Overall, this analysis suggests that the vast knowledge available for plasmonic nanorods and
nanorod arrays can be readily utilized to predict the properties of plasmonic nanoarcs. Care must
be taken when the central angle exceeds approximately 145°, since increasing the arc curvature
should cause a blue-shift in the fundamental resonance, in line with LSPR spectra of arrays of
plasmonic nanorods coupled via short tip-to-tip gap distances (gap < 1.5L) [29,30].
 0

x + xL0
θ
(3)
Lmid = R
2
!
exp( θW
θW 0
L )−1
=2
(4)
Lmid
exp( θW
L )+1
3.2.

Nanoarcs with a uniform width profile

The analysis of transformation optics is supported by experimental and simulation-based
determination of the LSPR wavelengths of nanoarcs. Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show, respectively,
SEM images and the measured unpolarized FTIR transmission (T) spectra of gold nanoarcs on
silicon with fixed Lmid = 600 nm, W = 55 nm, t = 55 nm, and subtending various central angles
(θ = 0°–180°). These nanoarcs can be considered as being transformed from the same nanorod
element. As predicted by transformation optics, the resonance wavelengths are fixed because Lmid
is constant, and these wavelengths are insensitive to the central angle of the nanoarcs or the radii
of curvature. Specifically, the transmission dips for the 1st and 2nd LSPR modes of the nanorod
(θ = 0°) are centered at 3850 nm and 1989 nm, respectively. The resonance wavelength of the 1st
mode (λ1 ) of the other 13 nanoarcs is found in the range of 3818–3878 nm, and the resonance
wavelength of the 2nd mode (λ2 ) ranges from 1979 nm to 2007 nm. These wavelength variations
are smaller than the shifts attributed to fabrication flaws and sample inhomogeneity (±1.75%)
determined independently by the analysis of spectra from nanostructure arrays replicated ∼50
times on a single substrate. The ranges of resonance wavelength variation are also significantly
narrower than the linewidth of the resonance (∼20% λres ). These LSPR wavelength variations
are addressed further in the simulations and in the discussion that follows.
The transmission data in Fig. 2(b) shows that while the resonance wavelength does not depend
on θ, the resonance intensity varies significantly with θ. The signal intensity depends on the
polarizability of the nanoarcs and the relative orientation between the oscillating electric dipole
of the resonance mode and the polarization of the light. The attenuation of the nanoarcs is
maximized when the polarization of the incident light matches the electric dipole orientation;
when the two orientations are orthogonal, the attenuation is zero. In longitudinal LSPR modes of
nanoarcs, for which the surface charge density oscillates along a trajectory that tracks the bend of
the nanoarc from one tip to the other, two orthogonal electric dipole orientations are possible.
The calculated electric field profiles of the LSPR modes of nanoarcs (Fig. 8 in Appendix) are
directly related to the oscillating charge accumulation patterns (illustrations in Fig. 2(c)), and
show that the 1st and 2nd order modes exhibit dipole moments that are vertically and horizontally
oriented, respectively. The orthogonal electric dipoles can be excited separately by probing
aligned nanostructures with linearly polarized light. As shown by the spectra and illustrations in
Fig. 2(c), y’-linearly polarized light can only excite odd-order modes, while x’-linearly polarized
light can only excite even-order modes (x’- and y’-axes as defined in Fig. 1(c)). This agrees with
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Fig. 2. (a, b) Gold nanoarcs on silicon with Lmid = 600 nm, W = 55 nm and t = 55 nm.
(a) SEM images of an array of nanoarcs with θ = 180° (left) and individual nanoarcs with
θ = 0°, 30°, 60°, 120°, 150°, 180° (right). (b) Experimental FTIR transmission spectra of
the nanoarcs with θ = 0°–180°. The vertical dash lines illustrate an interval of precisely one
octave between two wavelengths: λ1 of the nanoarcs with θ = 180° at 3818 nm, and λ1 /2 at
1909 nm. (c) Polarized attenuation spectra of an aluminum nanoarc array on silicon (orange)
with Lmid = 730 nm, W = 55 nm, t = 55 nm and θ = 180°, and a gold nanoarc array on silicon
(green) with Lmid = 600 nm, W = 55 nm, t = 55 nm, and θ = 180°. The dashed line data were
obtained with x’-polarized light and the solid line data were obtained with y’-polarized light.
The illustrations represent the charge accumulation patterns on the surface of the arc for each
of the orthogonal polarizations at resonance. (d) The ratio of the attenuation by the 2nd and
1st LSPRs of gold (green triangles) and aluminum (orange circles) nanoarcs on silicon. The
dashed lines are a guide to the eye.
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measurements from split-ring resonators [59], nanocrescents [10,51,52] and V-shaped antennas
[17,60] showing that the excitation of the LSPR modes is polarization dependent. Holding
Lmid constant, as θ increases the polarizability of the 2nd LSPR mode (which is proportional
to the on-resonance attenuation) grows, while that of the 1st LSPR mode wanes. The relative
strength of the two modes was quantified using polarization-dependent FTIR spectroscopy. These
experiments confirmed that the central angle θ is instrumental in tuning the relative strength of
the resonances in nanoarcs. We recorded the attenuation (A = - log10 T) spectra for several sets of
nanoarcs for which the 1st and 2nd LSPR data could be collected simultaneously and without
interference from absorption by the substrate, the atmosphere and the optical setup (Fig. 2(c)).
This was accomplished for λ1 = 4 µm and λ2 = 2 µm for nanoarcs on silicon, and for λ1 = 2.4–4.3
µm and λ2 = 1.2–2.2 µm for nanoarcs on quartz.
Tracking the peak attenuation by the 1st and 2nd LSPRs (A1 = A[λ1 ] and A2 = A[λ2 ]) as a
function of the nanoarc central angle, common trends were found in all the sets of nanoarcs. For
the 1st mode, the peak attenuation (A1 ) decreases as the central angle of the nanoarc increases.
The attenuation by the 2nd mode (A2 ) shows the opposite trend. The ratio A2 / A1 increases
up to a value of 0.38 in the range of central angles from 0° to 180°, and increases further for
arcs with larger central angles. These data are shown in Fig. 2(d) for two sets of nanoarcs with
similar LSPR spectra (λ1 = 4 µm and λ2 = 2 µm). The first set consisted of arrays of aluminum
nanoarcs on silicon with Lmid = 730 nm, W = 60 nm, t = 55 nm (θ = 0°–180°), and the second
sets consisted of arrays of gold nanoarcs on silicon with Lmid = 600 nm, W = 50 nm, t = 55 nm
(θ = 0°–210°). Data from three sets of gold nanoarcs on quartz with Lmid = 600 nm, 800 nm
and 1200 nm (θ = 0°–180°) were indistinguishable from that shown in Fig. 2(d) for nanoarcs on
silicon (not shown). Thus, the dependence of A2 / A1 on θ appears to be universal for high-aspect
ratio nanoarcs of various dimensions and materials. The data indicates that, with two intense
LSPR features, nanoarcs subtending large central angles are most promising for observing and
enhancing effects that rely on coupling between plasmon modes separated by approximately
one octave, such as second harmonic generation. In comparison, with plasmonic nanorods
(θ = 0°), the electric dipole moment of the 2nd LSPR mode vanishes due to symmetry, and
theoretically it cannot be excited by a plane wave at normal incidence. The 3rd longitudinal
LSPR mode in nanorods is substantially weaker than the fundamental mode and is separated
from it by approximately one and a half octaves (red curve in Fig. 2(b)). In addition to the
1st and 3rd LSPR mode peaks, in our measurements the nanorod array shows a very weak, yet
non-zero, attenuation at the wavelength corresponding to the 2nd LSPR mode. This is attributed
to the conical illumination generated by the Schwarzschild objective lens in the experiments and
symmetry-breaking defects introduced by imperfect lithography [27,61,62].
Numerical simulations further support the analyses above. The near-field response of plasmonic
nanoarcs to electromagnetic radiation was simulated using the finite-difference-time-domain
software Lumerical, providing data that agrees well with the experimental results and the analysis
based on transformation optics. Full details of the simulation methods are provided in the
Appendix. The calculated extinction cross-section spectra of gold nanoarcs on quartz with
Lmid = 395 nm and subtending different central angles show two peaks in the near-IR region,
centered at λ1 = 1653 nm and λ2 = 920 nm. The calculated spectra and the extracted λ1 values
are presented in Fig. 3(a) and in Table 1, respectively. These spectra are in good agreement with
the experimental spectra of Au arcs on quartz with similar dimensions (Fig. 3(b) and Table 1),
and they clearly indicate that (I) the resonance wavelengths of nanoarcs are primarily determined
by Lmid ; and (II) the extinction cross-section decreases for the 1st LSPR mode and increases
for the 2nd LSPR mode as the central angle increases from 0° to 180°. Detailed inspection of
the calculated values of λ1 revealed minor but consistent shifts in λ1 as θ is varied, i.e. the
wavelength reaches a maximum value as the central angle approaches 60° and decreases slightly
for large central angles. This trend was observed in measured data in several series of samples
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with constant Lmid , including in the data in Fig. 2(b), yet in other series this weak effect was
masked by statistical deviations in the measurement data (e.g. Table 1 data). The values of λ2
did not show any notable trend with respect Fig
to θ3 in the simulations nor in the experiments.

Fig. 3. (a) Calculated extinction cross-section spectra of gold nanoarcs on quartz with
Lmid = 395 nm, W = 62 nm, t = 50 nm, and θ = 0°–180°. (b) Measured visible and FTIR
attenuation spectra of gold nanoarcs on quartz with Lmid = 395 nm, W = 60 nm, t = 55 nm, and
θ = 0°–180°. The spectra in the visible range were obtained using a microspectrophotometer
(Microspectra 121, CRAIC Technologies) in transmission mode.
Table 1. Calculated and measured 1st LSPR wavelength of gold nanoarcs on quartz with Lmid = 395
nma
θ (°)

0

30

46

60

90

120

140

160

180

(nm)b

1653

1657

1660

1660

1657

1653

1643

1639

1626

Measured λ1 (nm)c

1639

1634

1637

1628

1621

1616

1605

1598

1600

Calculated λ1

a In

the simulations, W = 62 nm and t = 50 nm; in the experiments, W = 60 nm and t = 55 nm (nominal values).
uncertainty in Calculated λ1 is ±4 nm due to the discrete frequency grid used in the simulations.
c The uncertainty in Measured λ is ±15 nm due to the peak fitting procedure and fabrication flaws in the sample.
1
b The

Even though transformation optics predicts λ1 will vary with central angle upon the onset of
rod-rod coupling in the original plane, and FTIR spectroscopy on 1D plasmonic nanorod arrays
has demonstrated that λ1 shifts to shorter wavelengths as the unit cell length is reduced to 2.5L
or below, these shifts should be observed only in the spectra of plasmonic nanoarcs with θ >
2π/2.5 (or 144°). The full-wave electromagnetic simulations capture the small shifts in λres as
θ is varied. A justification for the different trends in λ1 (θ) and λ2 (θ) can be found from closer
inspection of the simulated LSPR modes (see Appendix). The 1st longitudinal LSPR mode in
plasmonic nanoarcs involves an oscillatory electrical current in a curved trajectory from tip to
tip. Consequently, at the resonance frequency the mode displays simultaneously an in-plane
oscillating electric dipole and an out-of-plane oscillating magnetic dipole [63,64]. In contrast,
the 2nd longitudinal LSPR mode has only an electric dipole character. The coupling between the
magnetic and electric responses may be responsible for a shift in the resonance λ1 that intensifies
as the curvature increases, without shifting λ2 [65]. We note that a previous computational study
reported on the minor blue-shift in λ1 as the curvature increases in nanoarcs subtending large
central angles, from 90° up to at least 270°, until the onset of capacitive coupling between the
tips of the arc dramatically red-shifts the resonance [42].
The dependence of λres on Lmid in nanoarcs was investigated experimentally, using arrays
of plasmonic nanoarcs with Lmid = 180–2170 nm and central angle θ = 0°–180°. Figure 4(a)
shows the measured 1st and 2nd resonance wavelengths (λ1 and λ2 ) as a function of Lmid for

1
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aluminum nanoarcs on quartz. Figure 4(b) shows the corresponding data for gold nanoarcs on
silicon. The LSPR data for all the nanoarcs, including all central angles, lines up into a pair of
curves. A linear relationship between resonance wavelength λres and Lmid is observed for both
the 1st and 2nd LSPR modes. Based on the transformation optics predictions, these linear trends
should match the linear trends previously observed in multiple experimental studies of plasmonic
nanorods; and the available literature on nanorods can be used to predict the LSPR wavelengths
of nanoarcs. The dependence of the resonance wavelength λres on the nanorod length L is often
explained with a model that considers the nanorod as a Fabry-Perot cavity for standing waves of
surface plasmons [66,67]. This model results in a linear relationship with the slope
dλres 2neff (λ)
=
,
dL
m

(5)

where neff is the effective refractive index of the metal-dielectric interface, and m is the order
of the longitudinal mode (m = 1, 2, 3, . . . ). Predicting the value of neff with analytic models
when the nanorod is placed on a semi-infinite dielectric substrate has been a challenging task
[3,28,30,68]. Numerical calculations by Berini [69] showed that the propagation constants
of surface plasmon polaritons (SPP) in infinite metal strips on the surface of a semi-infinite
dielectric substrate depend not only on the permittivities of the metal, the substrate material and
air, but also on the mode order, the width and the thickness of the strip. Berini’s calculations
that considered strips 500 nm or wider, and thick enough such that the surface plasmon mode is
concentrated in the high-permittivity substrate, resulted in neff values that are not very different
from the value derived from the phase constant of the SPP mode supported by the interface
between semi-infinite metallic and dielectric regions, as in Eq. (6).
r

βSPP
εM εr
neff (ω) ≈
= Re
(6)
k0
εM + εr

Fig. 4. The 1st (green circles) and 2nd (red triangles) LSPR wavelengths of (a) aluminum
nanoarcs on quartz with Lmid = 460–1300 nm, W = 60 nm, t = 55 nm and θ = 0°–180°,
and of (b) gold nanoarcs on silicon with Lmid = 180–2170 nm, W = 55 nm, t = 55 nm and
θ = 0°–180°. Data points obtained from measured FTIR spectra. Solid line is a linear fit for
the data in the series. Lmid values are nominal values.

In Eq. (6), βSPP is the phase constant of the SPP mode, k0 = ω / c is the wavenumber in free
space (ω is the frequency and c is the speed of light in vacuum), ε M is the complex relative
permittivity of the metal and ε r is the relative permittivity of the high index material (i.e. the
substrate). Because of the large negative value of Re[ε M ] in the spectral range of interest, the
√
right-hand side in Eq. (6) simplifies to εr . This value is used here as a guiding approximation.
Berini’s model predicts that for the longitudinal surface plasmon modes neff may increase from
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√
this value as the width and thickness of the metal strip are reduced. For quartz, εr =1.46. For
√
silicon, εr =3.44, however, the presence of a 7 nm native oxide film at the interface prevents
intimate contact between the gold and the silicon, and lowers the value of neff significantly.
The value of the slope of the linear fit in Fig. 4(a) is 3.06 ± 0.03 for the long wavelength mode
(m = 1) and 1.34 ± 0.02 for the short wavelength mode (m = 2). The value of the slope in Fig. 4(b)
is 6.27 ± 0.01 for the long wavelength mode and 2.89 ± 0.01 for the short wavelength mode.
Notably, the ratio of the slopes is close but not equal to 2 as would be predicted by Eq. (5), and
neither of the linear fits passes through the origin. The interval between the frequencies of the
modes is not fixed, and is equal to an octave (λ1 / λ2 = 2) only at a single value of Lmid that is
material dependent. In our experiments, the slope clearly increased when choosing a higher
index substrate, in line with Eqs. (5) and (6). Changing the metal did not significantly affect
the slope value. Switching the metal from gold to aluminum shifted the resonances to shorter
wavelengths by approximately a constant ∆λres .
The dependence of λ1 on Lmid in nanoarcs can be discerned reliably from data for nanorods.
When considering only the data for nanorods (θ = 0°) in Fig. 4(b), the linear fit gives the empirical
relation λ1 = 6.31×L+80 nm for nanorods with lengths ranging from 440 nm to 2170 nm. The
value of λ1 for the nanoarcs of all central angles can be predicted using this linear relation by
setting L = Lmid . A comparison between the measured λ1 values and the predicted values shows
an average difference of 0.75% and a maximum difference of 2.4%. No similar strategy to predict
the values of λ2 in nanoarcs from data for nanorods can be implemented, since even-order modes
in nanorods do not couple to radiation.
Briefly, we note that the dipolar coupling between neighboring nanoarcs in periodic arrays of
the nanostructures was investigated by varying the lattice parameters of the array. The effect of
dipolar coupling in nanoarcs is to shift the fundamental LSPR to shorter wavelengths regardless
of the orientation of the position-vector connecting the interacting nanostructures, as reported
previously for nanorods [30,68].
The FTIR spectra also contain signals that originate from the substrate (Fig. 5). In the case of
silicon substrates, weak signals are observed at 1100 cm−1 and 1250 cm−1 associated with optical
absorption by surface phonons of the thin native oxide layer and Si-O bond vibrations [70]. When
an LSPR mode of a gold nanoarc spectrally overlaps with a substrate signal, strong coupling
between the surface plasmons and the phonons (vibrations) occurs, as indicated by the emergence
of phonon (vibration)-induced transparency [71,72]. This coupling is strongly evident in the
spectra of gold nanoarcs on silicon with λ1 = 7.4–10.5 µm (corresponding to Lmid = 1200–1700
nm) where the absorption peak shape is distorted, and therefore not reported in Fig. 4(b). In
Fig. 5(a), representative spectra illustrate the effect. The attenuation by SiOx , typically reducing
the transmission by 0.4%T, is enhanced to ∼2%T by an off-resonance interaction with the surface
plasmons of an Au nanoarc with Lmid = 910 nm; whereas the on-resonance interaction with
an Lmid = 1550 nm nanoarc leads to an apparent reduction of the plasmon absorption, adding
more than 5%T to the recorded transmission. Notably, the magnitude of the transparency
effect, measured as the difference in the LSPR absorption with and without coupling to the
substrate, is 1–3 orders of magnitude larger than the attenuation of the pure substrate, providing
a mechanism for enhanced chemical sensing of near-surface structures akin surface enhanced
IR absorption (SEIRA) and surface enhance Raman scattering (SERS). For example, vibrationinduced transparency at 1734 cm−1 was used to assess the presence of residual PMMA during
the processing of the samples for this work.
3.3.

Nanoarcs with a non-uniform width profile

There is a growing interest in the application of plasmonic nanostructures in non-linear optics.
Plasmonic SRRs have been used for second- and third- harmonic generation (SHG, THG) to
convert IR optical signals to visible light [75,76]. An improvement in the SHG efficiency could
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Fig. 5. (a) FTIR transmission spectra of gold nanoarcs on silicon with Lmid = 910 nm
(black) or 1550 nm (red). The black line was shifted by -6% for clarity. (b) Transmission
spectra of PMMA (black curve, adapted from Ref. [73]) and oblique-incidence transmission
spectra of amorphous silicon dioxide (red curve, adapted from Ref. [74]). The gray dashed
lines mark the position of the C = O vibrational band of PMMA. The shaded areas denote
the relevant IR band of the bulk and surface phonon modes of silicon dioxide.

be achieved if the resonances of the nano-antenna occurred at both the fundamental and second
harmonic wavelengths, i.e. λ1 / sλ2 = 2 [60]. Yet, this condition is not automatically satisfied
for SRRs nor for nanoarcs (see Fig. 2(b)). The data collected in this work shows that the ratio
λ1 / λ2 for nanoarcs increases as Lmid increases. For gold nanoarcs fabricated on silicon, λ1
/ λ2 increases from 1.83 to 2.09 as Lmid increases from 440 nm to 2170 nm. For aluminum
nanoarcs on quartz with Lmid = 760–1300 nm, the range of λ1 / λ2 is 2.03–2.08. Therefore, a
strategy is needed to tune the resonance frequency of each mode independently without resorting
to challenging designs such as multimers separated by few-nm gaps [60,77,78]. The transverse
dimension of the metal strip, i.e. the width W, is an independent parameter permitting further
tuning of the resonances. We have investigated how the LSPR wavelengths change when the
metal strip width is modified selectively at the nanoarc tips and at the nanoarc center, where the
surface plasmon charge density accumulates at resonance.
Nanoarcs with a non-uniform width profile were designed by applying the geometric transformation of Eqs. (1) and (2) to nanorods with a non-uniform width profile. For these nanorods,
we have set the parameters length L, width at tips Wtip , and width at center Wmid , as shown
in Fig. 6. The smooth contour along the long edges of the nanorod was obtained by defining the position-dependent width of the nanorod as W(y) = Wmid + 2δsin2 (πy/L) (Fig. 6(a)) or
W(y) = Wtip + 2δcos2 (πy/L) (Fig. 6(b)), where δ is the amplitude (|2δ| = |Wmid -Wtip |) and L is the
length of the rod. Wmid can be wider or narrower than Wtip depending on the sign of δ; both
instances were investigated. The non-uniform nanorods were transformed to nanoarcs (Figs. 6(c)
and (d)). With the appropriate choice of xL and xR , Wmid of the nanoarc is identical to that of
the corresponding nanorod, while Wtip of the transformed nanoarc and the original nanorod are
slightly different. However, the difference (<1.2 nm in our design) is below the resolution of
EBL patterning.
For nanoarcs with fixed L, t, Wmid and θ, as Wtip increases λ1 red-shifts and, to a lesser extent,
λ2 blue-shifts. For nanoarcs with fixed L, t, Wtip and θ, as Wmid increases λ1 blue-shifts, and
so does λ2 –but by an order of magnitude less. Figure 7(a) shows an example of this behavior,
by overlaying the measured transmission spectra of gold nanoarcs on silicon with L = 600 nm,
t = 55 nm, Wmid = 50 nm, θ = 180° and various Wtip values (40–110 nm). As Wtip increases, λ1
red-shifts by 634 nm (from 3636 nm to 4720 nm) while λ2 blue-shifts by 38 nm (from 1978 nm
to 1940 nm). As a result, the ratio λ1 / λ2 increases from 1.84 to 2.20. Additionally, as Wtip
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Fig. 6. Designing nanoarcs with a non-uniform width profile. (a, b) Nanorods with a
non-uniform width are designed by setting the width at the tips Wtip ≡ W (y = ±L/2) and the
width at the center Wmid ≡ W (y = 0) to different values, and creating a smooth width profile
from tip to tip as W(y) = Wmid + 2δsin2 (πy/L) or W(y) = Wtip + 2δcos2 (πy/L). The width
profile of a uniform-width rod (δ = 0) is indicated by the dotted lines. (c, d) The non-uniform
nanoarcs are obtained through the conformal transformation of non-uniform nanorods.

increases, the attenuation by the fundamental LSPR mode of the arc increases. Interestingly,
varying Wmid has no effect on the attenuation. Figure 7(b) shows the dependence of the ratio λ1

Fig. 7. Resonance tunability in gold nanoarcs on silicon with a non-uniform arc width. (a)
Measured FTIR transmission spectra of nanoarcs with Wmid = 50 nm and Wtip = 40–110
nm. These nanoarcs were transformed from nanorods with L = 600 nm. The central angle
θ = 180°. (b) The ratio between the 1st and 2nd resonance wavelengths (λ1 /λ2 ) as a function
of the ratio between Wtip and Wmid . Two sets of data are shown here. The set “Wmid = 50
nm” are data obtained from (a). The set “Wtip = 50 nm” are data obtained from the spectra
of nanoarcs with Wmid = 40–110 nm and Wtip = 50 nm. Solid lines are a guide for the eye.
The 4 insets are sample SEM images of the nanoarcs corresponding to the indicated data
points. The horizontal dashed line marks the octave interval condition.
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/ λ2 on Wtip (black circles) and on Wmid (green squares). Both width parameters are effective
at adjusting the interval between the resonances. The overlap between the datasets in Fig. 7(b)
indicates that Wtip / Wmid is a dominant parameter in determining the ratio λ1 / λ2 of the nanoarcs.
For both series, the ratio λ1 / λ2 acquires the value of 2 when Wtip / Wmid is set to 1.25–1.30. The
features of Fig. 7(b) are unchanged when analyzing nanoarcs with other central angles (θ < 180°).
When analyzing nanoarcs with other values of L or made of other materials, the trends remain
the same: there is a monotonic dependence of λ1 / λ2 on Wtip / Wmid in nanoarcs; the particular
values of the ratio λ1 / λ2 often increase with L and vary from material to material. The design
of nanoarcs with a non-uniform width profile to finely tune the 1st and 2nd longitudinal LSPR
resonances and their interval was thus confirmed to have broad applicability across the near- and
mid-IR.
4.

Conclusions

We investigated the LSPR wavelengths of nanoarcs with uniform and non-uniform width. Using
a 2D conformal transformation, we mapped nanorods into nanoarcs (0° ≤ θ ≤ 180°). The two
types of nanostructures share the same LSPR wavelengths and thus the well-studied plasmonic
characteristics of nanorods can be directly applied to predict the behavior of nanoarcs. With the
experimental and numerical simulation results, we have shown that Lmid is an effective length
that determines the LSPR wavelengths of nanoarcs with uniform width. The linear dependence
of the LSPR wavelength on the length of the nanorod λ1 = aL + b applies with the same slope
and intercept values to nanoarcs using the mid-arc length λ1 = aLmid + b. The fundamental LSPR
wavelength of nanoarcs with uniform width can be tuned predictably in the NIR and MIR regimes
(1.5–13.6 µm, or 730–6500 cm−1 ). Adjusting the central angle of the nanoarc has a minor effect
on the LSPR wavelength, but it changes the attenuation by different-order LSPR modes. The
attenuation by the 1st LSPR mode decreases as the central angle increases while the attenuation
at the 2nd LSPR mode increases. In addition, we found that for nanoarcs with non-uniform width,
the ratio λ1 / λ2 can be tuned from 1.73 to 2.20 by varying Wtip / Wmid . The ability to tune
different-order LSPR wavelengths and intensities independently paves the way for nanoarcs to be
more widely applied as components for photonic technologies and nonlinear optical devices.
Appendix
Calculation of LSPR wavelengths of nanoarcs
Numerical calculations were performed using 3D finite-difference-time-domain (FDTD) simulations with the Lumerical software package (v8.21.1882). The model used in each simulation
consisted of a single nanoarc placed on the surface of a semi-infinite substrate. The nanoarc was
illuminated by a plane wave. The light scattering and absorption by the nanoarc were monitored
while sweeping the excitation wavelength. The electric near-field distributions at resonance
conditions were also calculated. We have chosen to address exclusively gold nanoarcs on quartz
substrates in order to circumvent including a surface oxide layer at the interface, as would be
needed in a model that includes nanoscale objects made of Al or Si.
The simulation region with volume Vsim consisted of a single Au nanoarc with a width of
W = 62 or 40 nm and a thickness of t = 50 or 20 nm placed on the surface of a semi-infinite SiO2
substrate. The mesh size within the volume Vsim was set to 2×2×2 nm3 . A perfectly matched
layer (PML) boundary condition was applied to all sides of the simulation region in order to
minimize Fresnel reflections into the simulation space. The scattering cross-section σ scat and
the absorption cross-section σ abs of an isolated nanoarc as a function of frequency–quantities
that are parallel to the plasmon attenuation spectrum–were calculated using the Huygens surface
method [79] which is also referred to as the total-field-scattered-field (TFSF) method [80]. In the
TFSF method, the investigated plasmonic nanoarc is placed inside a TFSF source, a near-field
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rectangular volume Vsource contained within the simulation region Vsim with boundary electric
and magnetic current sheets chosen to produce a normally incident plane wave in the interior
of Vsource , but to cancel the incident, transmitted and reflected plane waves in the exterior of
Vsource . Therefore, the nanoarc responds as if it is excited by a plane wave while the regions
exterior to Vsource contain only the portion of light that was scattered by the nanoarc. In these
simulations, the TFSF plane wave propagated towards the substrate surface and the nanoarc
at normal incidence (its propagation direction defined as the negative z’-direction) and was
linearly polarized with the electric field component oriented 45° with respect to the x’-axis of the
nanoarc (same x’-axis as defined in Fig. 1(c)). The scattering cross-section σ scat was defined as
Pscat = σ scat I, where I is the intensity given by the magnitude of the time-averaged Poynting vector
∮*
*
of the excitation source and Pscat is the scattered power calculated as Pscat = S avg · d A, where
*

S avg is the time-averaged Poynting vector of the scattered field outside of Vsource and the numerical
*

integration was performed over a closed area with surface elements d A and enclosing a volume
Vscat−monitor that contained both the nanoarc and the TFSF source (Vsource < Vscat−monitor < Vsim ).
Similarly, the absorption cross-section σ abs was defined as Pabs = σ abs I, where Pabs is the power
removed from the incident plane wave by absorption, calculated using six rectangular surface
monitors enclosing the nanoarc and a volume Vabs−monitor within the TFSF source (Vabs−monitor
< Vsource < Vsim ). The extinction cross-section was defined as the sum of the scattering and
absorption cross-sections, σ ext = σ scat + σ abs . The dielectric properties of the gold used in the
simulations were taken from independent ellipsometry measurements from a 90-nm thick Au
film thermally evaporated on a quartz substrate. A refractive index of 1.45 is used for the SiO2
substrate [81].
The dependence of the scattering cross-section spectra σ scat (λ), the absorption cross-section
spectra σ abs (λ) and the extinction spectra σ ext (λ) on the central angle subtended by the nanoarc
was studied in simulations of gold nanoarcs with mid-arc length Lmid = 395 nm, width W = 62
nm, thickness t = 50 nm and central angles in the range of θ = 0–180° on quartz substrates. The
absorption, scattering and extinction cross-section spectra were calculated over the wavelength
range of 600–2600 nm to discern the position and intensity of the fundamental and 2nd order
LSPR peaks. The simulation results were analyzed with respect to experimental FTIR and
visible transmission spectra collected from gold nanoarcs with similar dimensions (Lmid = 395
nm, W = 60 nm, t = 55 nm, and θ = 0°–180°) fabricated on a fused quartz substrate. The principal
results (extinction cross-section spectra and peak wavelengths) were provided in the main text
in Fig. 3(a) and Table 1. The scattering cross-section spectra and the absorption cross-section
spectra display two peaks at 1626–1664 nm and 913–930 nm [65]. The main difference between
the two sets of spectra is in the intensity of the peaks. The values of the scattering cross-section
are larger than the values of the absorption cross-section, approximately by up to a factor of 3. At
the fundamental resonance wavelength, the intensity of the scattering cross-section decreases
with central angle, as was observed in experimental data of nanoarc light attenuation. In contrast,
the intensity of the absorption cross-section increases with central angle. Thus, the simulations
indicate that in these gold nanoarcs the dominant light-surface plasmon interaction is light
scattering. The sum of the scattering and absorption cross-section adequately predicts the
wavelength and intensity of the attenuation peaks due to the longitudinal LSPRs in nanoarcs,
including the impact of the central angle on these properties. For this reason, the main text delves
predominantly on the features of the extinction cross-section (see Fig. 3, Table 1 and related
discussion).
The electric near-field distribution around a gold nanoarc on a quartz substrate was simulated
for a nanoarc with a mid-arc length of 395 nm and subtending a central angle of 90°. The
nanoarc width (W = 40 nm) and thickness (t = 20 nm) in these simulations were selected to be
smaller than the experimental values, as a means of reducing the calculation time while still
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achieving the goals of this investigation. First, a coarse-grid scattering cross-section spectrum
was simulated, in order to identify the wavelengths of the LSPR peaks. For this geometry, the
resonances occur at λ1 ≈ 2200 nm and at λ2 ≈ 1100 nm. At these wavelengths, the electric field
distribution within the simulation volume Ē(r̄) was calculated and normalized to the magnitude
of the electric field of the incident plane wave |E0 |. The normalized electric near-field vector
field at each resonance condition was analyzed to extract the orientation of the electric dipole,
the location of field enhancement sites and their relative enhancement efficiency. Figure 8 shows
two profiles of the calculated electric field amplitude in the vicinity of the nanoarc at resonance.
The data corresponds to a plane normal to the z’-axis situated in air, 2 nm above the gold surface.
The in-plane components of the normalized electric field, Ex / |E0 | and Ey / |E0 |, are represented
by the arrows, whereas the out-of-plane component Ez / |E0 | is represented by color. In the
left panel of Fig. 8, corresponding to the 1st LSPR mode of the nanoarc, the maxima in the
electric field amplitude are found at the tips of the nanoarc. The electric field distribution (and
the surface charge density) is anti-symmetric with respect to the x’-axis, suggesting an LSPR
mode with an instantaneous electric dipole oriented parallel to the y’-axis (and an out-of-plane
magnetic dipole, not shown). The electric field intensity is largest at the corners of the arc tips
due to the lighting-rod effect and the field enhancement factor (|Ex | 2 + |Ey | 2 + |Ez | 2 ) / |E0 | 2 is
up to 4.0 × 103 . This strong electric field at the tips of the nanoarc is beneficial for surface
enhancement effects including SERS and SERIA. The right panel of Fig. 8 corresponds to the
2nd LSPR mode of the nanoarc. Here, the electric field distribution is symmetric with respect to
the x’-axis. For the 2nd LSPR mode, the electric field intensity (and the surface charge density) is
high at the two arc tips and around the middle of the arc, with an enhancement factor (|Ex | 2 +
|Ey | 2 + |Ez | 2 ) / |E0 | 2 of up to 170, showing additional potential for surface enhanced spectroscopy
applications. The centers of mass of the instantaneous positive and negative surface charge are
offset, suggesting a mode with an instantaneous electric dipole parallel to the x’-axis, which
increases with central angle. The simulation results thus concur that the electric dipoles of the 1st
and 2nd LSPR modes are orthogonal to each other. The two modes could therefore be excited
individually by y’- or x’-linearly polarized light. This attribute of the resonance modes was
utilized in the design of the polarization-dependent spectroscopy measurements reported in the
main text.

Fig. 8. Calculated surface plasmon mode profiles displayed as the magnitude of the E-field
components, in the vicinity of an Lmid = 395 nm, W = 40 nm, t = 20 nm, θ = 90° gold nanoarc
on quartz, for excitation wavelengths λ = 2200 nm (left) and λ = 1100 nm (right). Arrows
represent the normalized in-plane components (Ex / |E0 |, Ey / |E0 |) of the electric field.
Color represent the normalized out-of-plane component (Ez / |E0 |) of the electric field. |E0 |
is the magnitude of the incident E-field.
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